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“Life is simple—-Either you’re qualified….or you’re not” — Popular submariner saying

Quill

Shinost

On Monday, 3 December 2012 the Secretary of the
Navy, Ray Mabus, recognized four members of the 1st
Marine Special Operations Battalion with some of the
nation’s highest awards for valor.
In an unusually public ceremony at 1st MSOB headquarters at Camp Pendleton, California the Secretary
awarded the Navy Cross to Sergeant William Soutra and
Silver Star medals to Major James Rose, Staff Sgt.
Frankie Shinost and Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Patrick Quill.
Soutra’s Navy Cross was the second awarded to a
member of the Marine Special Operations Command in
its short history of only six years. The Silver Star awards
increased the number for MARSOC to fifteen.
The awards were the result of a Special Operations
Team response to a Taliban attack on 11 July 2010 in
the Nahr-e Saraz District of the Helmand Province of Afghanistan. Staff Sergeant Christopher Antonik died from
wounds received during the same attack. Antonik was
awarded the Bronze Star with V device posthumously. A
sixth member of the Special Operations Team responding
to the attack, Staff Sergeant Bradley Harless is likely to
receive a Bronze Star with V device for bravery during
the same action.

Rose
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Soutra

In the midnight darkness of 10 July 2010 a flight of Marine
helicopters inserted Marine Special Operations Team 8123
near a Taliban stronghold consisting of a headquarters area
and several compounds which included a factory where
improvised explosive devices were manufactured and buildings
where insurgents slept. The occupiers of these compounds had
been disrupting the construction of nearby highway 611. The
MSOT was accompanied by a unit of about 90 Afghan Commandos and several interpreters.
The primary element of the Team was commanded by Staff
Sergeant Antonik and included Navy Corpsman Quill and
Sergeant William Soutra, a Dog Handler, and his Marine
Working Dog Posha. Soutra and Posha were veterans of a
previous four year tour in Iraq. The element also included
about a platoon of Afghan Commandos.
By dawn the element was fully engaged by an attack from
a force of about 50 Taliban insurgents who were commandContinued on next page

(Continued from previous page)

Sergeant Soutra and Posha
detonating explosive devices and employing Dishka
heavy machine guns and snipers against the Marines.
Soutra led a team of 10 Afghan Commandos against
a group of Taliban fighters. He continually exposed himself to fire from the enemy as he mentored the Afghans
and led them to overrun the enemy position throwing
grenades and firing his M4 rifle.
Quill had situated himself on a rooftop and wielded a
7.62 mm sniper rifle again the enemy.
Shortly after daybreak an Afghan Commando detonated a pressure-plate explosive device. The Commando
lost a leg in the explosion. Rose responded quickly with a
tourniquet. Quill gave the man morphine as he dressed
his leg and called for medical evacuation by helicopter.
Still under heavy enemy fire, quill carried the wounded
man on a blanket for evacuation.
Rose climbed to a rooftop at daybreak and coordinated supressing fire from a British Apache gunship helicopter’s 30mm guns and bomb strikes from other coalition aircraft that were in the area.
Under heavy fire Shinost left a covered position to
direct multiple 20mm rotary gun runs from F-15 fighter
aircraft and the delivery of 500 pound bombs on enemy
positions on a nearby ridgeline as the Taliban were attempting to regroup.
The continuing attack drained the Team element’s
supply of ammunition, medical supplies and water to the
degree that they called for an airdrop. The supplies in
the drop were lost when they landed in a nearby canal.
In the darkness Soutra volunteered to maneuver to another Platoon’s position for the badly needed ammunition
and supplies but returned with only a fraction of what
was needed.
Near daybreak on the second day of the attack
Antonik reevaluated their position and decided to move
the element to another location. As they moved across a
field an improvised explosive device exploded killing an
Afghan Commando and wounding others. Antonik was
grievously wounded in the explosion, suffering massive
wounds to his left leg and abdomen; he radioed for assistance.

Soutra and Quill were being subjected to heavy
machine gun and mortar fire when the IED exploded.
The Afghans became disoriented and began firing in several directions. With Antonik now unable to lead, Soutra,
as assistant element leader, was now in charge of the
element. He immediately directed the fire of the Afghans
and he and Quill rushed to the aid of Antonik and the
injured Afghans.
When Rose, located in a nearby compound, became
aware of the situation of Antonik’s element and the
wounding of Antonik, he organized a quick reaction force
to eliminate the enemy position and left Soutra in charge
of the main element of the Team.
Quill, now at Antonik’s side, attempted to stem his
bleeding and keep him conscious until he could be
evacuated while Soutra attended a wounded Afghan
Commando.
Meanwhile, Rose had led Shinost and the quick reaction force through a shallow canal to attack the Taliban
postion. He called upon the Coalition’s Joint Tactical Air
Command’s A-10 Thunderbolt aircraft to assist in the
assault.
Rose’s attack caused a lull in the enemy fire upon
Soutra and Quill and they were able to move Antonik and
the Afghan wounded to a nearby ditch to await evacuation. Within an hour Quill had Antonik and the Afghans
were aboard a UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter. Antonik had
stopped breathing and Quill valiantly administered CPR
to no avail.
Soutra, now in charge of the main element of the
Team, moved the Afghans to one of the secured
compounds and then returned to site of the IED explosion to recover the gear belonging to the wounded.
Throughout the two day mission Soutra was accompanied by his working dog Posha who was often kept on a
short leash.
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The Marine Corps is forming the first squadron of pilots
to fly the next generation strike fighter jet, months after lawmakers raised concern that there was a rush to end the testing of an aircraft hit with technical problems.
So far two veteran pilots of the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing
have been trained to fly the F-35B. They are becoming the
first members of the Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 121
that made its debut in November at the Marine Corps Air
Station in Yuma, Ariz.
The first F-35B arrived in November and 15 more are
slated to arrive over the next year. The Defense Department
has pumped a half a billion dollars into upgrading the facilities, hangars and runways at the base to make way for the
next-generation fighter jet, officials said.
The pilots of the new squadron are expected to fly the
aircraft by year's end.
The Marines are the first in the military taking the steps
toward putting the planes in operation. The F-35B would
replace Cold War-era aircraft such as the F/A-18 Hornet
and AV-8B Harrier.
"It's a pretty big milestone that a lot of people are looking
at and judging," said Marine Capt. Staci Reidinger, a spokeswoman at the Yuma base. "The lessons learned will be
shared."
The developer of the aircraft, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co., is building three versions of the F-35 -- one
each for the Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.
Schedule delays and cost overruns have dogged the F35's development, making it the Pentagon's most expensive
weapons program ever. Ten years in, the total F-35 program
cost has jumped from $233 billion to an estimated $385
billion. Recent estimates suggest the entire program could
exceed $1 trillion over 50 years.

Aviation safety consultant and retired Marine Corps Col. Pete
Field, who served as the former director of the Naval Test
Pilot School, said the Marine Corps' F-35B is the most complicated of the three versions because it can take off from
shorter runways and land vertically. One of the problems
earlier on in its development was it was heavier than predicted, Field said.
It was lightened substantially, but Field said that could
also mean structural problems in the long run.
"It remains to be seen if the F-35B has a long life and is
structurally sound," said Field, who was the chief test pilot
for the F/A-18. "We won't know for two to three years after
it's been in operation. If nothing crops up, perhaps the
engineers have done their best work."
The F-35B stands out among military aircraft because it
can be launched from small Navy ships and land in confined
areas, allowing it to support ground troops on smaller battlefields. Its sophisticated stealth capabilities also means, like
the Air Force's F-22, the aircraft can fly into enemy territory
without being detected by radar.
"All we can do is hope that they have solved all the
program problems and that they've got a pretty good airplane," Field said.
Former Marine and Rep. Duncan Hunter, Jr., R-Calif.,
who is the only member of Congress to have served in both
Iraq and Afghanistan, said he trusts the decision of Panetta
and Marine Corps leaders.
"The 35B is going to take the Marine Corps to a new level
of sophisticated flight technology," Hunter told The Associated Press. "The ability for the F-35B to take off and land in an
extremely constrained lading zone, that's huge for what it
brings to the table. The Harrier was a great airplane but it
was also limited. It doesn't have all the new technology. The
F-35B has that."
Published November 19, 2012 Associated Press

See the F-35B in action here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=PM1q63JU9bc
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In 46 B.C.E. the Roman emperor Julius Caesar first established January 1 as New Year’s day. Janus was the Roman god
of doors and gates, and had two faces, one looking forward and
one back. Caesar felt that the month named after this god
(“January”) would be the appropriate “door” to the
year. Caesar celebrated the first January 1 New Year by ordering the violent routing of revolutionary Jewish forces in the
Galilee. Eyewitnesses say blood flowed in the streets. In later
years, Roman pagans observed the New Year by engaging in
drunken orgies—a ritual they believed constituted a personal re
-enacting of the chaotic world that existed before the cosmos
was ordered by the gods.
As Christianity spread, pagan holidays were either incorporated into the Christian calendar or abandoned altogether. By
the early medieval period most of Christian Europe regarded
Annunciation Day (March 25) as the beginning of the
year. (According to Catholic tradition, Annunciation Day
commemorates the angel Gabriel’s announcement to Mary that
she would be impregnated by G-d and conceive a son to be
called Jesus.)
After William the Conqueror (AKA “William the Bastard”
and “William of Normandy”) became King of England on
December 25, 1066, he decreed that the English return to the
date established by the Roman pagans, January 1. This move
ensured that the commemoration of Jesus’ birthday (December
25) would align with William’s coronation, and the commemoration of Jesus’ circumcision (January 1) would start the new
year - thus rooting the English and Christian calendars and his
own Coronation). William’s innovation was eventually rejected, and England rejoined the rest of the Christian world and
returned to celebrating New Years Day on March 25.
About five hundred years later, in 1582, Pope Gregory XIII
(AKA “Ugo Boncompagni”, 1502-1585) abandoned the
traditional Julian calendar. By the Julian reckoning, the solar
year comprised 365.25 days, and the intercalation of a “leap
day” every four years was intended to maintain correspondence
between the calendar and the seasons. Really, however there
was a slight inaccuracy in the Julian measurement (the solar
year is actually 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 46 seconds
= 365.2422 days). This slight inaccuracy caused the Julian
calendar to slip behind the seasons about one day per century. Although this regression had amounted to 14 days by Pope
Gregory’s time, he based his reform on restoration of the
vernal equinox, then falling on March 11, to the date had 1,257
years earlier when Council of Nicaea was convened (March 21,
325 C.E.). Pope Gregory made the correction by advancing
the calendar 10 days. The change was made the day after October 4, 1582, and that following day was established as October 15, 1582. The Gregorian calendar differs from the Julian
in three ways: (1) No century year is a leap year unless it is
exactly divisible by 400 (e.g., 1600, 2000, etc.); (2) Years
divisible by 4000 are common (not leap) years; and (3) once
again the New Year would begin with the date set by the early
pagans, the first day of the month of Janus - January 1.

On New Years Day 1577 Pope Gregory XIII decreed that
all Roman Jews, under pain of death, must listen attentively to
the compulsory Catholic conversion sermon given in Roman
synagogues after Friday night services. On New Years Day
1578 Gregory signed into law a tax forcing Jews to pay for the
support of a “House of Conversion” to convert Jews to Christianity. On New Years 1581 Gregory ordered his troops to
confiscate all sacred literature from the Roman Jewish community. Thousands of Jews were murdered in the campaign.
Throughout the medieval and post-medieval periods, January
1 - supposedly the day on which Jesus’ circumcision initiated
the reign of Christianity and the death of Judaism - was reserved for anti-Jewish activities: synagogue and book burnings,
public tortures, and simple murder.
The Israeli term for New Year’s night celebrations,
“Sylvester,” was the name of the “Saint” and Roman Pope who
reigned during the Council of Nicaea (325 C.E.). The year before the Council of Nicaea convened, Sylvester convinced Constantine to prohibit Jews from living in Jerusalem. At the
Council of Nicaea, Sylvester arranged for the passage of a host
of viciously anti-Semitic legislation. All Catholic “Saints” are
awarded a day on which Christians celebrate and pay tribute to
that Saint’s memory. December 31 is Saint Sylvester Day hence celebrations on the night of December 31 are dedicated
to Sylvester’s memory.
U.S. News and World Report December 23, 1996

Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus pins Navy
Cross medal on Sergeant William Soutra
A video of the awards ceremony can be
viewed at:
http://www.dvidshub.net/video/192275/secnav-awards-marsocmarines-sailor-high-combat-valor-awards
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MarSOC Battalion To Take Joint Command
By Trista Talton - Staff writer—Marine Corps Times
Posted : Monday Sep 7, 2009 10:58:05 EDT

Eventually, MarSOC’s three battalions will have four
companies each. Officials won’t specify how many
Marines and sailors compose a company, saying only
they are smaller than the standard 200-Marine companies in the conventional force. For the most part, the
command has kept two companies at a time in Afghanistan, MarSOC spokesman Maj. Michael Armistead said.
Those companies will maintain seven-month deployments, he said.

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. —
Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command is
about to mark another first.
This fall, 1st Marine Special Operations Battalion
from Camp Pendleton, Calif., will assume command of a
task force responsible for parts of northern and western
Afghanistan, overseeing all U.S. spec ops forces in the
region.
These task forces oversee any combination of spec
ops outfits, including Army Green Berets, Navy SEALs,
Air Force combat controllers and special operations aviation units.
The request came from U.S. Special Operations
Command, which is changing the structure and organization of its task forces in Afghanistan and Iraq. SOCom’s
plan calls for MarSOC to maintain a spec ops task force,
with a battalion headquarters that rotates out every nine
months.
MarSOC includes about 2,100 Marines, sailors and
civilians. That’s about 500 personnel shy of its authorized end strength, meaning it may be a while before the
command can maintain a spec ops task force year-round.
“We’re still building that capacity,” said Col. Dan Masur,
Marine Special Operations Regiment commander. “The
Army will pick up part of the enduring rotation until we
can do a 365-day rotation.” MarSOC officials hope that
will be no more than two years from now, he said.
MarSOC companies have rotated into Afghanistan
since 2007. Typically, they have operated under the
command of Army task forces.
Masur said this is a natural progression for MarSOC,
which stood up at Camp Lejeune, N.C., in February
2006. “It says a lot for MarSOC,” he said. “It says a lot
about the Marine support and SOCom support we’re
getting.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNmnVOR61t8

Robert W. Luster Photo –1954
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Bill Hay earns Kudus for suggesting the
theme for this issue. I had read the story of
how Sgt Soutra’s Working Dog Posha was
found to have cancer and had to be put
down, but……..the fact that Soutra was
awarded the Navy Cross escaped my notice.
I can imagine that he was one of the young
Marines we sported with during our
visits…..he was surely there….but we can’t
say that we met him.
HU

In a recent issue of Reflections we briefly mentioned
that a few Recon Marines who had been on board the USS
PERCH (ASSP-313) when she submerged were made
honorary wearers of the submariner’s dolphins. This was
made clear on a small card issued to those who were fortunate enough to have gone under in the Perch. We here
offer a history of the dolphins and again offer facsimiles
of the card
HU
"Life is simple - either you're qualified or you're not!"

History of the Submarine Dolphins

The officers' insignia was a gold metal pin (gold plating over
"sterling" silver, or bronze), worn centered above the left breast
pocket and above the ribbons and medals. Enlisted men wore the insignia, embroidered in silk, white silk for blue
clothing and blue silk for white clothing. This was sewn on the outside of the right sleeve, midway between the wrist and elbow. The
device was two and three-quarters inches long.
In 1943, the Uniform Regulations were modified to provide that:
"Enlisted men, who are qualified and subsequently promoted to
commissioned or warrant ranks, may wear enlisted submarine insignia
on the left breast until they qualify as submarine officers, at which
time this insignia would be replaced by the officers' submarine pin."
In mid-1947, the embroidered device shifted from the sleeve of
the enlisted men's jumper to above the left breast pocket. On 21
September 1950, a change to the Uniform Regulations authorized
officers the option of either a gold bullion embroidered sew-on
insignia, or gold plated pin-on insignia. Enlisted submariners were
given the option of either a silver bullion embroidered sew-on insignia, or a "sterling" silver (or silver plated), metal pin-on insignia for
the dress uniform. This was in addition to the silk embroidered insignia sewn on the undress uniform.
SOURCE

http://www.aboutsubs.com/dolphins.htm

The insignia of the U.S. submarine service is a submarine flanked
by two dolphins.
Dolphins, attendants to the Poseidon, Greek god of the sea and
patron deity to sailors, is sometimes referred to as the sailor's friend.
They were also chosen to represent the Submarine Service because of
the characteristic way in which dolphins
dive and surface.
On 13 June 1923, Captain E. J. King, Commander, Submarine
Division Three (later Fleet Admiral and Commander in Chief, U.S.
Fleet, during WW II), suggested to the Secretary of the Navy via the
Bureau of Navigation (now known as BuPers) that a distinguishing
device for qualified submariners be adopted. He submitted a pen-and
ink sketch of his own showing a shield mounted on the beam ends of a
submarine, with dolphins forward of, and abaft, the conning tower.
The suggestion was strongly endorsed by Commander Submarine
Division Atlantic.
Over the next several months the Bureau of Navigation solicited
additional designs from several sources. Some combined a submarine
with a shark motif. Others showed submarines and dolphins, and still
others used a shield design. A Philadelphia firm, Bailey, Banks &
Biddle (BB&B), which had done work in the field of Naval crests,
was approached by the Bureau of Navigation with the request that it
design a suitable badge. Two designs were submitted by the firm, one
of which was the 1926 class crest from the Naval Academy. These
two designs were combined into a single concept. It was a starboard
angle on the bow view of an "O" class submarine, proceeding on the
surface, with bow planes rigged for diving, flanked by dolphins in a
horizontal position with their heads resting on the upper edge of the
bow planes. On 20 March 1924, the Chief of the Bureau of Navigation
recommended to the Secretary of the Navy that the design be adopted.
The recommendation was accepted by Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., Acting
Secretary of the Navy. His acceptance is dated March 1924. Today the
original BB&B design is used by many manufactures without modification, while others choose to take some artistic license, especially in
updating the class of submarine depicted.
The submarine insignia was to be worn at all times by officers and
men qualified in submarine duty attached to submarine units or organizations, ashore and afloat, and not to be worn when not attached. In
1941 the Uniform Regulations were modified to permit officers and
men qualified who were eligible to wear the submarine insignia after
they had been assigned to other duties in the naval service, unless such
right had been revoked.
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Apologies to General Gray (Sir!)

—THE STREETS OF HEAVEN —

Trying to sit down for a quiet brew in Tun Tavern, the
ghost of Dan Daly complained that once again the ghost
of Chesty Puller “doesn’t know when to shut the f%#k up.”
“We’re supposed to be guarding the streets up here, and
I know our seventh general order is ‘talk to no one except in
the line of duty,’” said Daly. “But there he goes, running his
mouth to every new angel we get up here.”
“Hi, I’m Chesty Puller. I won five Navy Crosses,” mimicked Daly in a girlish falsetto. “Shit, I’ve got one of those…
right next to my TWO Medals of Honor.”
“Blah blah blah, Japanese hordes on Guadalcanal. Blah
blah blah, Chinese hordes in Korea,” Daly continued, mimicking Puller. ”Wow, because I wouldn’t know anything
about Chinese hordes, like when I was single-handedly killing dozens of them in Peking during the Boxer Rebellion.”
“And I don’t recall having on-call artillery or airpower to
back me up.”
The ghosts of other famous Marines reluctantly agreed
that someone needs to take Puller out to the tree line, especially after Daly complained, “Come on you sons of bitches,
do you want to have to listen to this shit forever?”
“War is a racket,” said the ghost of Smedley Butler, “but
not half the racket that asshole makes every night.”
While some Marine ghosts have defended Puller, the
most vocal critics are usually former Marines who served
with Puller and died under his command.
Their views are echoed by a rare survivor, John Basilone.
“Chesty was my CO on [Guadalcanal],” Basilone said, reflecting on the 1942 battle, ”and I’ve noticed that most of this
pro-Chesty Puller crowd never actually served under him. I
always ask our new arrivals if they’ve ever met a Chesty Puller Marine, and they usually say, ‘No’.”
“There’s a good reason for that,” Basilone added, before
screaming: “HE GOT THEM ALL KILLED!”
Other Marine ghosts from earlier conflicts think the controversy over Puller is just “a bunch of boots whining,” in the
words of the ghost of John Mackie.
“I was the first Marine to ever be awarded the Medal of
Honor, and what do I get? The worst barracks in the Marine
Corps named after me,” complained Mackie, whose namesake graces Marine Corps Base Hawaii’s Mackie Hall, not far
from a river of sewage called “shit creek” by its residents.
“Marines need to just harden the f%#k up.”
“Yeah, I’m sure Guadalcanal was real bad,” chimed in
the ghost of Littleton Waller.
“Trapped in the jungle for weeks, literally running out of
food, having to shoot our native guides when they mutinied. Oh wait, that was Samar, which nobody even remembers anymore.”
The ghost of John Quick said that as bad as Puller’s
constant bragging is, things could be worse.
“It’s always hell to get these historical legends, with their
PR machine and laundry list of extraordinary achievements,
who think they have the right to just come up here and jump
the chain of command,” said Quick.
“At least Al Gray isn’t dead yet.”

DALY

WALLER

BUTLER

BASILONE

QUICK

MACKIE

GRAY

We are thankful for Sergeant John Camara
who forwarded this wonderful piece of humor
to us. We do not know who the original author is.
We have taken the liberty to direct all the
hyperlinks in the article to Wikipedia for the
biographies of the ghostly figures from Marine Corps history.
All Marines should cherish the legacy of gallantry that
these remarkable Marines have left us.
HU
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THE MARINES PRAYER
Almighty Father, whose command
is over all and whose love never fails,
make me aware of Thy presence and
obedient to Thy will. Keep me true to
my best self, guarding me against
dishonesty in purpose and deed and
helping me to live so that I can face
my fellow Marines, and my loved
ones and Thee without shame or fear.
Protect my family. Give me the
will to do the work of a Marine and
to accept my share of responsibilities
with vigor and enthusiasm. Grant
me the courage to be proficient in my
daily performance. Keep me loyal
and faithful to my superiors and to
the duties my country and the
Marine Corps have entrusted to
me. Make me considerate of those
committed to my leadership. Help me
to wear my uniform with dignity and
let it remind me daily of the traditions which I must uphold.
If I am inclined to doubt, steady
my faith; if I am tempted, make me
strong to resist; if I should miss the
mark, give me the courage to try
again.
Guide me with the light of truth
and grant me wisdom by which I
may understand the answer to my
prayer.
Amen
Uncover and thank Staff Sergeant Dick
Davidson who forwarded this anonymous
gem from his 50’s era footlocker.
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BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES

Retired General H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
Gulf War Commander, Dies at 78
27 December 2012
Schwarzkopf, called "Stormin' Norman" because of
his reportedly explosive temper, led America to two military victories: a small one in Grenada in the 1980s and
a big one as de facto commander of alliedforces in the
Gulf War in 1991.
"'Stormin' Norman' led the coalition forces to victory, ejecting the Iraqi Army from Kuwait and restoring
the rightful government," read a statement by former
Secretary of State Colin Powell, who was chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the Gulf War. "His leadership not only inspired his troops, but also inspired
the nation."
Schwarzkopf's success during that fight, also
known as Operation Desert Storm, came under President George H.W. Bush, who through his office today
mourned "the loss of a true American patriot and one of
the great military leaders of his generation."
"Gen. Norm Schwarzkopf, to me, epitomized the 'duty,
service, country' creed that has defended our freedom
and seen this great nation through our most trying international crises," Bush said. "More than that, he was
a good and decent man -- and a dear friend."

General of the Army Douglas MacArthur

READ THE GENERAL’S BIOGRAPHY AT:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Schwarzkopf,_Jr.
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In August of 2009 four former members of the First Marine Division Headquarters Battalion Reconnaissance Company: Captain Lewellyn White, Sergeant Bruce Axberg and
Corporals Bill Hay and HU Campbell paid a visit to the Headquarters of the 1st Special operations Battalion. During our
visit we received an invitation to attend the Battalion’s Raider
Day which would take place on 24 September, 2009.
On 24 September Major Robert Farmer and Corporals Bill
Hay and HU Campbell presented themselves for the day’s
activity. HU flew back to California for the event and spent
four days as the guest of Major Robert Farmer, a former comrade in 1st Recon Company.
Both visits were memorable in that they allowed relics of
several generations past to experience firsthand what had happened to their Corps during the past half century. We were
amazed at the deportment the young members of the Battalion
showed. Ten minutes in their presence revealed that they were
professionals and expert at their trade. We were also bewildered at how Camp Pendleton had developed since we were
there in the 1950’s,
The days activity during Raider Day consisted of a trip to
the field with the Battalion where we fired most of their personal weapons at ranges and were allowed to drive their vehicles. The temperature was well over 100 degrees when we
retired to their headquarters area for a barbecue dinner.
The Battalion was in the last stages of preparation for deployment to Afghanistan where, for the first time they would
command all the Special Operations Command personnel in
the theatre…….a task formerly reserved for the U. S. Army.
Shortly after their deployment we communicated with Lt.
Colonel Tuggle, the Battalion Commanding Officer, and sent
him photographs taken during our visits. The Colonel
responded with the note reproduced on this page.
The honors bestowed upon Sergeant Soutra and his comrades for their bravery and dedication to duty during Operation
Highwayman II are a testimony to the caliber of the men in
Marine Special Operations. It was an honor to be with them
during our two short visits.
HU

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the
distinctor and are not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question.
Likewise, all photographs are to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally.
All copyrighted material was copied right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency,
Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military
Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers, Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord
Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn ‘ Boudro’s Texas Bistro, Mickey Finn MCL or the Officers Club
at MCB Quantico or The Old Spaghetti Factory of Portland Oregon..
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